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Who else would like to take control of your dreams every night?You may have heard of lucid

dreaming, where you can take control of your dreams and explore realities confined only by

your imagination every night.Maybe you've experienced a lucid dream yourself, and you'd like

to know how to have them more often.Or perhaps you never remember your dreams, and you

want to know how you can.You might even believe that you don't dream.Regardless of where

you're at in relation to your own dreams, the simple truth is that every one of us dreams almost

every night. Dreams are a mechanism in our brains that among other things allow us to remain

sane.If you're mostly sane, you definitely dream even if you don't remember your dreams in the

morning.So how do we go from not remembering our dreams to vivid recall?In this book I cover

the only two things you need to know to not only recall your dreams, but wake up inside them

and take control.It's designed to be as short an introduction as possible.So if you'd like to get

on the path to waking up inside your dreams and shaping them to suit you...Or even if you'd

just like to be able to remember your dreams when you wake up...Scroll up and Click the Buy

Now button Right Now!
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Reserved.DISCLAIMERThis work contains a very quick introduction to Lucid Dreaming, which

means that it’s not possible to go into everything that can happen within lucid dreams.The

material within this work is for entertainment purposes only, and you may not be entertained.

The material in this work is all stuff that I’ve used and tested myself, and have found to be

effective.You agree to accept full responsibility and liability for any and all outcomes from your

use or non-use of the material in this work.Under no circumstances will the author, publisher,

distributor, or any other entity associated with this work be held liable in any way for

anything.Table of ContentsIntroductionLucid Dreaming SafetyHow to wake up inside your

dreamsHow to have a lucid dreamConclusionAlso by Max TranceIntroductionAlmost every

night we have dreams. Some of us recall those dreams vividly, while others don’t recall our

dreams at all and can come to believe that we’re not dreaming. Most of us are somewhere in

between.If you’re one of the many people who almost never recall their dreams, don’t worry.

Before I learnt to lucid dream, I would recall one dream a year if I was lucky.These days, by

following some simple processes that I’ve outlined in this book, I can recall multiple dreams

almost every night.The truth is that if we didn’t dream, our minds would very quickly fall apart.

It’s built-in to how they work. If you’re aware enough to be reading this book, two things are

true. First, you’ve been alive long enough to learn to understand English. And second, because

you’ve been alive for years without completely losing your mind to the point where you can no

longer understand language, you’ve already had countless dreams.In our dreams, anything

can happen.So what’s Lucid Dreaming all about?The key feature that separates lucid dreaming

from regular dreaming is that when we become lucid in our dreams, we are consciously aware

and can take control.With a little practice, this means that we can shape our dreams in any way

we might choose. If we want to go diving in the Caribbean, our dreams can take us there. If we

want to practice new skills, we can build appropriate environments within our dreams and do

just that. When we lucid dream, we can experience life as different creatures or even as alien

lifeforms living on distant planets.
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